


Business Jet Travellers can 
save 30 min at Haneda Airport
(Dedicated traffic line and prime parking spot available from Sept.30,2014)

Dedicated Traffic Line

The dedicated traffic line will be placed in service and a prime parking stand in front 
of the Int’l Terminal will be allocated to business jets, effective on Sept. 30, 2014. Due 
to this, business jet users can save traveling  time about 30 minutes at the airport.

●Need to Queue for Entry-exit procedures 
●Moving distance : Entry 250m, Exit 350m
●Time required for entry : about10 ~ 30 min.
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【Expected effects】

Int’l Terminal

▶ ★Accessibility for business jet users
   will improve by segregating a traffic
   line from general ones
①Shorter moving distance and time 
   required for entry and exit procedures  
②Ensuring consistent privacy and 
   security between a jet and a driveway 
   alongside the terminal 

●No need to queue due to exclusive
  CIQ complex
●Moving distance : 25m for both departure
  and arrival
●Time required for entry : about 3 min.
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Route map between the parking 
spots and the terminal

Prime parking spot ↔ Terminal about 2 min. (400 meters = 0.25miles)

Prime parking spot in front of 
the international terminal for BJ
● Preferentially reallocate one of the 4 
parking spot (primary used for scheduled 
flights) to business jets.(Scheduled to 
launch on Sept. 30, 2014)

Traveling time at the airport can 
be reduced by about 30 min. due 
to the dedicated traffic line and 
prime parking spot.
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BJ parking area ↔ Terminal about 
12 min.（4.2 km = 2.6miles)
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